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April 2018 - March 2019



I appeared for my Class 10th Board exams in September-October 2018. My subjects were

English, Hindi, Maths, Science and Social Science.

My results were declared in December and were as follows: -
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English 73

Hindi 76

Math's 68

Science 60

Social Science 53
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English:-
I have already given tenth board exam of English paper
last year 2018 October and I waited for my result.

English course was not so difficult for me because the
stories in English book were easy and I could remember
all the stories from it and the question answers.

Before giving English paper I only concentrated on
grammar and writing part because I needed to be more
careful on grammar and spellings.

I did grammar part of the question paper of English with
Sangita didi and did many question papers of English of
previous years and gave to Sangita didi to check and
sometimes I would give test on English paper of three
hours without seeing the book.
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Hindi:-

I did well in Hindi paper because

before giving exam I practised some

grammar from the book and also read

many stories of Hindi

and also read some report writing,

paragraph writing, etc.

And we would give so many tests from

Hindi course of NIOS and

also we read many Nibandh on

every topic in Hindi book and

Also gave tests on Nibandh.
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Social science:-
I studied all the chapters before giving exam. In social science some chapters of history were a

little difficult for revising, so with my classmates we would go to the social science teacher to clear our

doubts and understand some difficult chapters.
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I did questions of social science previous year papers and gave for correction to Gauri Didi sometimes

I would do it orally and also with my classmates .We would give each chapter test of social science in

the absence of bhaiya. Sometimes the question papers were easy and sometimes difficult on different

chapters. When the result came I got 54 percent because I had not prepared well.
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Science:-

Science question paper was easy when I
gave the exam and waited for the result.

Before that I read all the science chapters
of chemistry, physics and biology.

We revised some chapters with Parthiv
bhaiya of physics and did robotics with him
for one week. We also studied with Srinath
bhaiya.

I did many previous years question papers
of science before giving exam.
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Math:-

Before giving exam, I did math with Srinath bhaiya and also gave tests and we
would give to Srinath bhaiya to check the previous year question papers of
math.

Sometime the result were bad and sometime good. When srinath bhaiya
would not be here then I would revise on my own. Exam paper was not so
difficult and I attempted all the questions.

I am not very happy with my results and could have done much better. I am
now preparing to take admission in Class 11 of Ramakrishna Mission School,
Haat Muniguda. This is an English medium CBSE school for Tribal boys. I plan
to take science.
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Sports:-

Before giving exam I would go to play
football and basketball.

In football my dribbling skills were
very poor and I would only play as
defender and after giving exam my
dribbling skills are a bit improved and
also scoring goals.

In basketball my dribbling skills were
better and shooting baskets was very
good.

I usually don't go to play basketball
and instead play football.
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In sports I like swimming because
swimming makes me tired very
fast and I would go from one
side to other side and sometimes
I would swim very far with my
friends.

In sports I like to watch video of
some of the best players like
Kylian Mbappe, Ronaldo, Messi
And Neymar.
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Trip to Rajasthan:

After finishing our tenth exam in October
2018 last year, we went to Rajasthan trip
for 2 weeks.

In Rajasthan we visited many places such
as Jodhpur, Jaisalmer, Gulabpur, Jaipur,
Chittaurgarh, Ranakpur, Ajmer, Pushkar,
Falna, etc.

From all the places I liked the sand dune
s because for the first time we had a
ride on the camel and playing in the
sand dunes and watching some program
mes in these places like famous dance of
Rajasthan and culture and also songs of
Rajasthan.
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In Rajasthan trip I got to know many
places and religious beliefs and
culture of Rajasthan.

Sometimes I felt bored of roaming in
the sun and I would feel very lazy
and not pay attention to the guide
when he/she was speaking of the
famous forts or palaces and temples.

I also liked the industry in Gulabpur
and saw the functioning of making
fibre in to fabric and also I liked the
Jantar Mantar design in Jaipur.
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